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AirWolf Oil Filter Comments 
9-11-99  
Steve Hoerster says: 
Hi Mitch, 
I enjoyed seeing all of you at Keokuk last month. The IBDA is really made up of a 
great group of people. I'm sure you’ll recall my numerous concerns about an AirWolf 
oil filter I installed on the Bird Dog. The installation produced a dramatic (i.e. scary) 
rumbling from the firewall when the engine is in the 1500-1800 rpm range. If you’ll 
remember most comments were aimed at removing the filter altogether. 
I called AirWolf to tell them I was going to take the filter off and return it, but when I 
talked to John Kochy, he seemed genuinely interested in fixing the problem. John 
related that this was a known, but a rare problem usually seen when the filter is 
installed without the large "Y" adapter supplied with the kit. He felt this was a 
harmonic vibration that could be eliminated by changing the hose length. I am not a 
mechanic and I'm undoubtedly one of the least experienced birddogger so I wasn't 
particularly anxious to experiment with different things to fix the problem. However, 
John had two hoses he wanted me to try, one was 24", the other 25". I installed 
them in place of the two 21" hoses on the filter (all the hoses were "Titeflex api") 
and the problem seems to be fixed. 
The pronounced rumbling is gone, there is a fine vibration at 1200 rpm and a mild to 
moderate vibration at 1600 rpm but the shaking appears to be fixed completely and 
I can live with the plane now. I flew it for 3 hours the last two days at fairly low 
rpm's with and without air loads (wind milling) and could not reproduce the problem. 
 In summary, I believe AirWolf oil filters can be successfully used on at least the "A" 
models and further the AirWolf people are genuinely interested in keeping customers 
satisfied. 
Also, recently I ordered an oil cooler from Air Repair. The oil cooler was $600 
new/old stock which I felt was very reasonable. 
I'd welcome any comments about the filter. 
Sincerely, 
Steve 
 
 
 
 
	  


